
Is this the most beautiful period home on the Lancaster
market? 

Rich in traditional character, a sleek and modern re-design
has made this Victorian home, an attractive terrace which
offers luxury living. Check out the amazing kitchen....

50 Slyne Road
, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 2HU

£200,000
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A brief description
Fusing period features with contemporary
design, Slyne Road is a beautiful, elegant
home.
This is  a 3 bedroom home with grand
proportions. High ceilings, deep skirtings
and the original internal doors still feature. 

As you step through the beautifully painted
front door and admire the shiny handsome
lion head door knocker - you know this
home is going to be special. This is a home
which has been completely renovated to
provide an excellent balance of period
elegance and modern living.

The reception rooms feel spacious, the
dine-in kitchen impresses. A l l  o f  t h e  3
bedrooms are double rooms and the
bathroom is 4-piece. There is also a useful
utility area and ground floor WC.

Be prepared to find a beautiful period
home where no expense has been spared
in its renovations.

Key Features
• A beautiful period home

• 3 bedrooms ( all are doubles )

• 2 reception rooms - french doors open out to te garden

• Stunning brand new kitchen finished in heritage grey

• Utility area and ground floor wc

• 4-piece bathroom suite

• Superb rear garden

• This home has been fully renovated

• No chain - we can move quickly on this one

Where is Slyne Road?
Welcome to Slyne Road, a stunning, newly renovated 3-bed family home located in the
heart of Beaumont. This home has an impressive street presence and superb kerb
appeal. 

Beaumont is just 1.5 miles north of Lancaster City Centre. It is a family-friendly area. The
local primary school is just a 2-minute walk (It is just across the street).
Live here and pleasant walks into the countryside can be enjoyed along the canal
which can be joined less than 350 meters away. There are local shops on neighbouring
Slyne Road including a large spar shop, perfect for your every day needs. There is also
an off-license within a few minute walks. Other local amenities include the doctors,
dentist and pharmacy. 

The recently opened bypass is a great addition to the area. There is a junction just 1/4
mile away. You can be on the M6 in under 10 minutes. For people who don't drive, this
home is located on a well-served bus route.
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Step inside
Take the front path, through the front garden and pause for a moment at your front
door. Beautifully painted in soft pastel hues, the shiny lion head knocker stands out.
The modern number to left lets you know you in the right place.

Admire the stonework around the door and stone mullions that surround the windows.
Step through the vestibule and into the spacious hallway. The black and white flooring
has been chosen to reflect the home's heritage. A beautiful staircase sits straight
ahead, beckoning you to explore the upstairs. All of the ground floor rooms are set off
this typically traditional and beautifully restored hallway.

The ground floor reception rooms
Turn left into the bay fronted lounge. You will be blown away by the high ceilings and
fresh contemporary decor. There is a real sense of grandeur created by the
abundance of original features and the modern, sleek interiors. There is a feature
fireplace to the centre of the room acting as a grand focal point. The classic Victorian
coving and rose have been attained along with the original doors offering exquisite
period detailing.

Along from the lounge is an elegant dining room with french doors opening out in to
the rear garden. This room allows for a space to formally dine and entertain guests at
dinner. There is a wood burning stove to the centre of the room ready to be installed
should you wish. The dining room like the rest of the house is freshly carpeted and
dressed in crisp, light decor.

The stunning kitchen diner
At the end of the corridor you will find the stunning dine in kitchen. The well designed
kitchen diner allows for the space to seamlessly flow. There is a large wood burning
stove ready to be installed should you wish and space to casually dine as a family. The
laminate stone affect flooring complements the neutral decor with spotlights to create
a light filled room.

The kitchen itself is vibrantly modern, comfortably spacious and an impeccably
appointed space. The brand new kitchen has never been used and has an integrated
microwave, oven and hob complete with extraction fan. This really is like moving in to
a brand new house but with bags of character. The kitchen cupboards are finished in
a contemporary grey which is enhanced by sleek chrome touches.

The utilty room and ground floor wc
To the rear of the kitchen is a handy utility space fitted with the necessary plumbing
for a washing machine and a shelf to put the tumble drier above. There are french
doors opening on to the rear garden and a skylight allowing for the space to flood
with natural l ight. There is also a downstairs WC which has been partially ti led,
continuing the sleek, modern finish of the house.

The first floor
Take the stairs up to the first floor. The luxurious theme continues upstairs where you
will find all three bedrooms and the family bathroom. The master bedroom is located
to the front of the property and spans the whole width of the home. To the centre of
the room there is the original feature fireplace, beautifully complemented by the
freshly carpeted and crisp contemporary decor. The room allows for plenty of natural
light from the three large windows. This room is a blank canvas and is ready to be
made your own.

Both the second and third bedrooms overlook the rear of the property. The second
bedroom being a double and the third is a large single, both of which are light and
airy spaces. The family bathroom boasts a four piece suite in white which sits in
contrast with the modern dark grey tiled walls.

Step outside
Step outside into the tiered rear garden which has been cleverly landscaped to
maximise the space. The garden is low maintenance with a large paved area to sit out
and dine al fresco whilst looking back and enjoying your new home. There are raised
flower beds and plenty of space for potted plants. To the far end of the garden there
is an enclosed vegetable patch to grow your own veg!

What we like
We love everything about this home! As
soon as you step through the front door
there is a real sense of grandeur and
the owners attention to detail is next to
none. 



Extra Information
- Council Tax Band B
- Brand new central heating system and combination boiler 2019
- Rewired 2019
- Recently renovated, brand new kitchen and bathroom 2019
- Opposite St Lukes Primary School
- Main A6 bus links to Lancaster or Kendal/Lakes on the 555
- Potential to convert the cellar which is already fitted with central heating
- No chain
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